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	Since you’ve decided to pick this book up, we’re guessing that you’re considering
	taking the OCP Java SE 6 Programmer exam.


	The OCP Java SE Programmer exam is considered one of the hardest in the
	IT industry, and we can tell you from experience that a large percentage of exam
	candidates go in to the test unprepared. As programmers, we tend to learn only what
	we need to complete our current project, given the insane deadlines we’re usually
	under. But this exam attempts to prove your complete understanding of the Java
	language, not just the parts of it you’ve become familiar with in your work.


	Experience alone will rarely get you through this exam with a passing mark,
	because even the things you think you know might work just a little different than
	you imagined. It isn’t enough to be able to get your code to work correctly; you must
	understand the core fundamentals in a deep way, and with enough breadth to cover
	virtually anything that could crop up in the course of using the language.
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Responsive Web Design with AngularJSPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the core functionalities of AngularJS, to build responsive single page applications


	About This Book

	
		Get introduced to the key features of AngularJS and understand its role in responsive design
	
		Learn various approaches for responsive web application development
	...
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Genetic Programming: An Introduction (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Artificial Intelligence)Morgan Kaufmann, 1997

	Since the early 1990s, genetic programming (GP)-a discipline whose goal is to enable the automatic generation of computer programs-has emerged as one of the most promising paradigms for fast, productive software development. GP combines biological metaphors gleaned from Darwin's theory of evolution with computer-science approaches drawn...
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The Design ManualUniversity of New South Wales, 2001
For all those involved in any way with the design and production of documents, The Design Manual is the first comprehensive reference book that will give you all the answers and assistance that you will need. This indispensable reference source for traditional and digital publishing, including websites, is lavishly illustrated. For those...
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Microsoft Office Access 2003 Professional ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Become more productive right away using the hands-on directions and targeted information in this innovative how-to reference. Loaded with to-the-point techniques, this complete resource provides insightful answers to common questions as quickly as you can turn its pages. Use Access as a key data management tool. Design databases and program...
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Internet Management for Nonprofits: Strategies, Tools and Trade SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The essential guide for nonprofits wanting to manage their Internet applications in a coordinated, cost-effective, and efficient manner


	The rapid onset of increasingly advanced and complex technologies has challenged nonprofits to invest with their sparse resources in attempting, and failing, to keep pace with for-profit...
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Mastering OpenStackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, deploy, and manage a scalable OpenStack infrastructure


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to design and deploy an OpenStack private cloud using automation tools and best practices
	
		Gain valuable insight into OpenStack components and new services
	
		Explore the opportunities to...
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